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Due to technical oversights, retinal coordinates were erroneously reported as rotated 90 from their actual orientation. Hb9::eGFP-
labeled DSGCs therefore code ventral motion (dorsal to ventral on the retina) and not anterior motion as previously indicated.
Moreover, results from preliminary microarray analysis suggest that Hb9+ DSGCs express CollagenXXValpha1 and Cadherin 6
but not Matrix metalloprotease17 (Kay and Sanes, personal communication), consistent with the profile of asymmetric ventral coding
DSGCs called BD-RGCs by Kay et al. (2011). These changes are reflected in the revised figures in this Erratum.204 Neuron 77, 204–208, January 9, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
Figure 1. Systematic Dendritic Asymmetries within an Entire Population of Genetically Specified ON-OFF Directional Selective Ganglion
Cells
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Figure 2. Asymmetric Dendritic Morphology Correlates with Directional Preferences
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Figure 3. Inhibitory DS Circuitry Aligns along the Nasal-Temporal Axis
Figure 4. DS Responses Persist in the Presence of GABAA,C Receptor Antagonists
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Figure S2. Related to Figure 2. Asymmetric DSGCs Pointing in the Preferred Direction Exists in Hb9– DSGCs
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